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ACROSS
1. Tacos de lengua ingredient
11. Buffet ___
15. Revolution
16. ___ before
17. Namesake of three Beethoven string quartets
18. Hegerty of "The Chase"
19. Used Digsby, perhaps
20. They precede automnes
21. Gets to fit, perhaps
22. Take in, slangily
23. Metallic combo
25. Karl Lagerfeld's house, once
26. Not sudden
28. Rank
30. Draggy Dame
31. R&B group ___ Hill
32. Is in "The Aeneid"?
33. Food item whose price has been driven up by coronavirus
36. Solo studies of a sort
38. What may precede a hot take
39. Course support
41. They're confining
42. Insides
44. Hostility that's not hidden
48. Eco-friendly greeting
49. Get gorgeous, with "up"
51. Pindaric poem
52. Puja outfit, perhaps
53. Tick, for one
54. Emma Bovary et al.
55. They're often paired with yukatas
56. Worthy of notice
59. Get going
60. Certain crime evidence
61. Davy's portrayer on TV
62. Offbeat?

DOWN
1. Failing to captivate
2. Utterly captivate
3. Atopic dermatitis, more familiarly
4. "Romeo and Juliet" backdrop?
5. Hat often worn with dreadlocks
6. Treasure of the Sierra Madre?
7. "Carmen" or "Candide"
8. Relish
9. Not traditionally tonal
10. Dreyer's, east of the Rockies
11. Lose no love for
12. Undid, in a way
13. Chatterbox carnivore of Africa
14. Word from a sponsor
23. Checked the books
24. Historical reenactor on a horse
25. One use for unripe fruit
26. ___ Taco
27. Tries not to be noticed, in a way
33. Releases
34. Like good relations
35. Jewelry that may be "told"
37. Org. for a CPO
40. Without hesitation
41. Lab worker, often
43. Tests of character
45. Uno ffi official mascot of the 2000 Olympics
46. Antarctic penguin species
47. Make up for a lost letter
50. Apply to
53. Coolants the EPA doesn't like
54. First name in espionage
57. Words with a certain ring to them
58. Generous amt. of cayenne
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